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Zenoss Provides
Software-Defined IT
Operations™ for AWS
Zenoss works with the world’s
largest organizations to ensure
their IT services and applications
are always on. As the leader in
Software-Defined IT Operations,
Zenoss develops software that
builds comprehensive real-time
models of hybrid IT environments,
providing unparalleled holistic
health and performance insights.
This uniquely enables Zenoss
customers to predict and
eliminate outages, dramatically
reducing downtime and IT spend.

Things You Should Know
About Zenoss and AWS
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Zenoss Helps Customers
Maximize AWS Value

Zenoss is in AWS GovCloud

Zenoss provides complete
monitoring and analytics for
the most complex and dynamic
hybrid IT environments that
include Amazon Web Services
(AWS) instances. Zenoss AWS
monitoring provides quick and
precise insight into potentially
affected applications and
services on AWS, which enables
enterprises to address system
and application issues before
disruptions occur. The end-toend visibility and performance
data help customers make better
decisions and design applications
for improved resiliency with
automated remediation. Zenoss is
available in the AWS Marketplace.

Public sector organizations are
increasingly moving sensitive
data and workloads to the cloud.
AWS GovCloud helps customers
address U.S. government
compliance requirements,
including the International Traffic
in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and
Federal Risk and Authorization
Management Program (FedRAMP).
AWS GovCloud (US) is available
to U.S. government agencies and
organizations in governmentregulated industries that meet
GovCloud (US) requirements
for access. Now GovCloud
customers can get AWS monitoring
and manage their hybrid IT
environments with Zenoss.
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Zenoss Enables
Uninterrupted Cloud
Migration

Zenoss is a Trusted
Amazon Technology
Partner

The Zenoss platform not only
allows customers to monitor the
health of their AWS environments
but also enables uninterrupted
operations before, during
and after a migration to the
AWS cloud. Using specialized
AWS monitoring in cloud
migrations, Zenoss helps identify
system interdependencies
and redundant equipment to
eliminate the cost of transitioning
unnecessary systems.

Zenoss is an agentless, resilient,
centrally managed platform that
accelerates time to value. With
simple, capacity-based pricing,
Zenoss enables customers to
deploy AWS monitoring and
unified hybrid IT monitoring at
scale. Zenoss ensures global
support, professional services and
advanced partner offerings for
AWS environments.

To learn more, visit our website at www.zenoss.com.
ZENOSS IS THE GLOBAL LEADER IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED IT OPERATIONS.™

